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Rainbow Scavenger
Hunt

Something red
Something orange
Something yellow
Something green
Something blue
Something purple
Something pink
Something black
Something brown
Something white
Something rainbow

Can you find?
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a leaf
a fallen branch
a flower
a spider
a bird
an acorn
a tree stump
a butterfly
animal tracks
clouds
water 
a bird's nest

Can you find?
 

 

a seed
a feather
something living
something sharp
moss
something with a
hole in it

 
 

Nature Scavenger Hunt
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a rubber band
an open window
a fan
a winter hat
a pair of flip-flops
a  bell
a cookie-cutter
a green crayon
a decorated pillowcase
a band-aid
something homemade
a family member
something with buttons
picture of family that lives far away
a holiday decoration 

Can you find?
 

Indoor Scavenger Hunt



Car Ride Scavenger
Hunt

a barn

gas station

grocery store

someone wearing a

hat

stop sign

traffic cone

fire hydrant

police car

someone walking

their dog

Can you find?

 
someone riding their

bicycle

garbage can

a blue house

a white car

a bus

a mailbox shaped like

something

construction site

pick-up truck
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something colorful
something shiny
something rectangular 
something that rings
an animal noise
a musical instrument
something soft
something scratchy
something wet
a fresh flower
a smell you don't like
a scented candle
something sour
something sweet
something chewy

Using your 5 senses, can you find?
 

Five Senses Scavenger
Hunt
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the letter A
the letter B
the letter C
the letter D
the letter E
the letter F
the letter G
the letter H
the letter I
the letter J
the letter K
the letter L
the letter M

Can you find something that starts with
 

Alphabet Scavenger
Hunt

the letter N
the letter O
the letter P
the letter Q
the letter R
the letter S
the letter T
the letter U
the letter V
the letter W
the letter X
the letter Y
the letter Z

 
 


